High-efficiency perovskite-based solar cells can be fabricated via either solution-processing or vacuum-based thin-film deposition. However, both approaches limit the choice of materials and the accessible device architectures, due to solvent incompatibilities or possible layer damage by vacuum techniques. To overcome these limitations, the lamination of two independently processed half-stacks of the perovskite solar cell is presented in this work. By laminating the two half-stacks at an elevated temperature (≈90 °C) and pressure (≈50 MPa), the polycrystalline perovskite thin-film recrystallizes and the perovskite/charge transport layer (CTL) interface forms an intimate electrical contact. The laminated perovskite solar cells with tin oxide and nickel oxide as CTLs exhibit power conversion efficiencies of up to 14.6%. Moreover, they demonstrate long-term and high-temperature stability at temperatures of up to 80 °C. This freedom of design is expected to access both novel device architectures and pairs of CTLs that remain usually inaccessible.

1. Introduction

Extensive research on perovskite-based photovoltaics (PV) over the past decade led to rapid development, with power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) exceeding 25.2% being realized.[1] Hybrid organic–inorganic metal halide perovskite semiconductors continue to attract enormous attention due to their exceptional optoelectronic properties, such as their low material costs and a wide range of possible deposition techniques.[2] With their low material costs and a wide range of possible deposition techniques,[3] perovskites qualify as promising candidates for next-generation multi-junction PV.[4] Moreover, combined with established PV technologies, like wafer-based silicon or copper indium gallium selenide films, perovskite-based tandems are currently the most promising technology for terrestrial PV to enable PCEs exceeding the single-junction Shockley–Queisser limit.[5]

The recent development in perovskite PV has been largely underpinned by advances in the composition[6,7] and morphology[8] of the perovskite absorber layer as well as progress in device architectures[9] by employing passivation layers[10,11] and optimizing hole and electron transport layers (HTLs and ETLs).[12] Nevertheless, fundamental challenges, such as the toxicity of lead-based perovskites, the limited stabilities of the various layers—such as the perovskite absorber, charge transport layers (CTL), and combinations thereof—in terms of moisture, light, and heat stress remain to be solved. One promising route to cope the stability of the devices is via the replacement of organic CTLs with inorganic counterparts. In this regard, the HTLs, copper iodide (CuI), copper thiocyanate (CuSNC), and nickel oxide (NiOx) have been shown to promise good intrinsic chemical stability compared to the commonly used organic HTL spiro-OMeTAD.[13,14] In addition, ETLs like zinc oxide (ZnO), tin oxide (SnO2), and mesoporous titanium dioxide (TiO2) are known to be intrinsically stable and have been demonstrated to result in highly efficient and stable perovskite solar cells.[15,16]

However, conventional methods for layer deposition significantly limits the choice of materials, deposition techniques, and device architectures, due to solvent incompatibilities or process-induced damage of underlying layers during vacuum-based physical vapor deposition (PVD) and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) processes.[20] Whereas the CTL under the perovskite must be robust against the perovskite deposition, many polar solvents have to be avoided for the layers, which are solution-processed on top of the perovskite to prevent decomposition or degradation. Similarly, high temperatures, radicals, and ion recombination rates.[21,22] The widely tunable bandgap of these perovskites by compositional variations of the halide anion in the perovskite crystal structure allows strong light absorption in a broad spectral range.[23] With their low material costs and a wide range of possible deposition techniques,[2] perovskites qualitify as promising candidates for next-generation multi-junction PV.[4] Moreover, combined with established PV technologies, like wafer-based silicon or copper indium gallium selenide films, perovskite-based tandems are currently the most promising technology for terrestrial PV to enable PCEs exceeding the single-junction Shockley–Queisser limit.[8]

The recent development in perovskite PV has been largely underpinned by advances in the composition[6,7] and morphology[8] of the perovskite absorber layer as well as progress in device architectures[9] by employing passivation layers[10,11] and optimizing hole and electron transport layers (HTLs and ETLs).[12] Nevertheless, fundamental challenges, such as the toxicity of lead-based perovskites, the limited stabilities of the various layers—such as the perovskite absorber, charge transport layers (CTL), and combinations thereof—in terms of moisture, light, and heat stress remain to be solved. One promising route to cope the stability of the devices is via the replacement of organic CTLs with inorganic counterparts. In this regard, the HTLs, copper iodide (CuI), copper thiocyanate (CuSNC), and nickel oxide (NiOx) have been shown to promise good intrinsic chemical stability compared to the commonly used organic HTL spiro-OMeTAD.[13,14] In addition, ETLs like zinc oxide (ZnO), tin oxide (SnO2), and mesoporous titanium dioxide (TiO2) are known to be intrinsically stable and have been demonstrated to result in highly efficient and stable perovskite solar cells.[15,16]

However, conventional methods for layer deposition significantly limits the choice of materials, deposition techniques, and device architectures, due to solvent incompatibilities or process-induced damage of underlying layers during vacuum-based physical vapor deposition (PVD) and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) processes.[20] Whereas the CTL under the perovskite must be robust against the perovskite deposition, many polar solvents have to be avoided for the layers, which are solution-processed on top of the perovskite to prevent decomposition or degradation. Similarly, high temperatures, radicals, and ion recombination rates.[21,22] The widely tunable bandgap of these perovskites by compositional variations of the halide anion in the perovskite crystal structure allows strong light absorption in a broad spectral range.[23] With their low material costs and a wide range of possible deposition techniques,[2] perovskites qualitify as promising candidates for next-generation multi-junction PV.[4] Furthermore, combined with established PV technologies, like wafer-based silicon or copper indium gallium selenide films, perovskite-based tandems are currently the most promising technology for terrestrial PV to enable PCEs exceeding the single-junction Shockley–Queisser limit.[8]
bombardment must be limited due to the possible damage of the underlying layers during PVD and CVD techniques such as sputtering, atomic layer deposition, or electron-beam evaporation. In this regard, metal-oxide or fullerene-based buffer layers are usually employed that protect the underlying absorber layer.[38–31] Therefore, not every combination of ETL and HTL is accessible in a straightforward manner.

In order to circumvent these challenges, lamination of different electrodes and mesh-like CTLs on the perovskite layer have been suggested in the literature.[32–35] Moreover, the lamination with wet organic CTLs has been presented in tandem[36,37] and semitransparent flexible perovskite solar cells.[38] In addition, the lamination of dry organic layers on top of each other[39–41] and directly on the perovskite absorber has been introduced.[42] Recently, Dunfield et al. presented a first proof-of-concept of the pressure-assisted lamination of two perovskite layers on top of each other, which is a promising technique suitable for industrial large-scale roll-to-roll fabrications.[43] However, so far, the PCE remains comparably low (<11%) and in particular, no stable power outputs have been demonstrated. Nevertheless, according to Shi et al. and Kim et al. the pressure applied to the perovskite layer during a hot-pressing process, which is similar to the lamination process, can be beneficial for the device performance.[44,45]

In this work, we report on our recent progress on laminated perovskite solar cells using a hot pressing process at significantly lower temperatures than reported previously. This advance enables highest PCEs of up to 14.6% for laminated perovskite solar cells and, most importantly, leads to a stable power output. The laminated perovskite solar cells demonstrate long-term stable PCEs and excellent thermal stability for temperatures of up to 80 °C. In this study, we report on the fabrication method of laminated perovskite solar cells via a facile hot pressing process. Furthermore, the recrystallization of the perovskite layer and lamination onto the HTL and ETL interface is analyzed in detail. In addition, the use of a thin poly(triarylamine) (PTAA) polymer buffer layer between the HTL/perovskite interface is shown to improve the mechanical and electrical contact. The presented lamination method opens up the possibility to access new device architectures and material combinations that are difficult or even impossible to process by conventional methods. Additionally, the lamination of the perovskite is a promising tool for novel tandem designs, enabling new architectures and direct encapsulation of the solar modules. To confirm the versatility of the proposed lamination method in prospect of future tandem applications, we further demonstrate laminated semitransparent and laminated flexible perovskite solar cells.

2. Results and Discussion

The lamination of perovskite solar cells is a promising strategy to enable device architectures and material combinations in perovskite PV, which are inaccessible by conventional processing methods. In order to demonstrate the potential of this method, devices featuring oxide CTLs (SnO$_2$ and sputtered NiO$_x$) are processed. Additionally, the influence of a thin PTAA polymer buffer layer in between the perovskite and HTL is discussed. The laminated perovskites solar cells are produced via hot pressing of two independently fabricated half-stacks (see Figure 1). In this regard, the front half-stack (A) of the perovskite solar cell is processed on top of a glass substrate and the rear half-stack (B) of the perovskite solar cell is processed on top of a flexible polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) foil. The perovskite absorber is brought into contact with the HTL and subsequently laminated together. A triple-cation perovskite Cs$_{0.1}$(MA$_{0.17}$FA$_{0.83}$)$_{0.9}$Pb(I$_{0.83}$Br$_{0.17}$)$_3$ thin-film serves as the absorber. For more details on the layer preparation, see the Experimental Section. The two half-stacks of the perovskite solar cell are laminated at a temperature of 90 °C and a pressure of ≈50 MPa via a hot pressing method. The corresponding process diagram is displayed in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information. The heating and cooling of the sample is achieved by controlling the temperature of the upper and lower plate of the hot pressing machine (see Figure 1). The process pressure is kept constant for 5 min once the lamination temperature is reached. After 5 min, a cool down of the laminated perovskite solar cell is reached. The processed solar cells are processed and laminated in a hot-pressing step. The hot pressing is performed in nitrogen atmosphere at 90 °C and a pressure of ≈50 MPa. The pressure is kept constant at the lamination temperature for 5 min. The pressure is released once the sample is cooled down to room temperature. With the lamination, homogenous perovskite solar cells are produced.

**Figure 1.** Schematic illustration of the lamination process of perovskite solar cells. Two separate half-stacks are fabricated and subsequently laminated in a hot-pressing step. The hot pressing is performed in nitrogen atmosphere at 90 °C and a pressure of ≈50 MPa. The pressure is kept constant at the lamination temperature for 5 min. The pressure is released once the sample is cooled down to room temperature. With the lamination, homogenous perovskite solar cells are produced.

**Figure 1.** Schematic illustration of the lamination process of perovskite solar cells. Two separate half-stacks are fabricated and subsequently laminated in a hot-pressing step. The hot pressing is performed in nitrogen atmosphere at 90 °C and a pressure of ≈50 MPa. The pressure is kept constant at the lamination temperature for 5 min. The pressure is released once the sample is cooled down to room temperature. With the lamination, homogenous perovskite solar cells are produced.
The solar cell is initialized and the pressure is held constant until the sample reaches 40°C.

Making use of the new fabrication route, we process laminated perovskite solar cells that exhibit high stability and remarkable PCEs. The current density–voltage characteristics ($J-V$) of the laminated champion perovskite solar cell is displayed in Figure 2a. The device shows a PCE of 14.6%, which is 38% rel (or 4% abs) higher in PCE than the reported value for a comparable laminated device architecture using MAPbI$_3$ (methylammonium lead triiodide) perovskite instead of the triple-cation perovskite as absorber material.[43] The champion device exhibits a short-circuit current density ($J_{SC}$) of 20.0 mA cm$^{-2}$ (see Figure 2b and Table S1, Supporting Information), an open-circuit voltage ($V_{OC}$) of 1.04 V, and a fill factor (FF) of 70%. Moreover, for the first time, the devices demonstrate a stable power output (see Figure S2, Supporting Information), which is the key for evaluating a realistic power output given the uncertainties that arise from hysteresis effects in perovskite PV. The PCE under maximum power point (MPP) tracking over 13 h at 25 and 80°C are displayed in Figure 2c. The champion laminated perovskite solar cell shows a stabilized PCE (SPCE) at 25 and 80°C of 13.4% and 10.6%, respectively. Even after 93 h of MPP tracking, the device still exhibited a stable power output (see inset Figure 2c). This very remarkable stability against light and temperature stress is founded in the use of inorganic CTLs and particularly the replacement of the organic CTLs like spiro-OMeTAD which is known to degrade at elevated temperatures > 60°C.[45,46–48]

Since temperature variations are inevitable in outdoor device operations and might have a detrimental effect on the power output over time,[49] the laminated perovskite solar cells are also stressed with an outdoor temperature profile (see Figure 2d).[50] The module temperature is measured in Alice Springs (Australia) and the temperatures are ranging from 20 to 75°C (for details on the measured temperature profile see ref. [50]). In order to accelerate the temperature variations, the 24 h temperature profile of the hottest day in the dataset is compressed to ≈3 h. The laminated perovskite solar cells confirm a high stability, manifested in the almost identical PCE of 13.2% before and after the realistic temperature profile. Compared to a similar architecture with spiro-OMeTAD, the laminated perovskite solar cells with NiO$_x$ as HTL appear more stable against temperature variations.[49] The stabilities under constant thermal stress, temperature variations, and long-term MPP tracking, are an important step toward stable perovskite PV. The laminated perovskite solar cells do not show any decrease in the initial PCE after 93 h of MPP tracking, which is equally good to current carbon-based perovskite solar cells, known for their superior stabilities.[51,52] Therefore, the constant power output of laminated perovskite solar cells is remarkable given the previously reported reversible loss up to 10% in the first ≈100 h of triple-cation perovskite solar cells in an n-i-p configuration.[53,54] In addition to that, the decrease in initial PCE of only ≈4% at elevated temperatures is comparable to carbon-based perovskite solar cells.[55,56] However, the laminated perovskite solar cells still have to compete with currently reported stabilities over
We hypothesize that the stability of the laminated perovskite solar cells is afforded via the replacement of the organic spiro-OMeTAD as HTL. Moreover, via the lamination of the two half-stacks of the perovskite solar cell, the devices are encapsulated by the two substrates, providing potential barrier properties against oxygen and moisture. From a technological perspective, this is very appealing, since it might combine fabrication and encapsulation to a one-step self-encapsulation process without the need for an external adhesive.

Key to the lamination process introduced in this study is a thin PTAA buffer layer at the perovskite/NiO$x$ interface. For the champion devices, the two top layers (perovskite and NiO$x$), which are usually exposed to ambient atmosphere during the hot pressing, are covered with a thin buffer layer of PTAA (see the Experimental Section for details) during the preparation of the two-half-stacks. Compared to the laminated perovskite solar cells processed without the PTAA buffer layer, the mean device performance is enhanced by $6.9\%_{\text{abs}}$ (see also Figure S3, Supporting Information). The PTAA layer enhances the mechanical and electrical contact of the laminated perovskite solar cells. The improved mechanical contact between the laminated layers can be seen by $36\%$ less nonfunctional laminated perovskite solar cells (see Figure S4, Supporting Information). Furthermore, it is hypothesized that the PTAA layer is able to fill remaining holes in between the recrystallized perovskite layer (see Figure 3a) and the NiO$x$ HTL. Since the glass transition temperature of the PTAA is $>100^\circ\text{C}$, this allows to maintain good thermal stability. Compared to the laminated perovskite solar cells without the buffer layer, the devices demonstrate an increased FF (see Figures S3 and S5, Supporting Information), which is directly related to an improved shunt and series resistance. Compared to the devices without the PTAA buffer layer, the series resistance in the champion laminated perovskite solar cells reduces from $\approx 180$ to $\approx 60\ \Omega$. Moreover, the shunt resistance of the champion laminated perovskite solar cell drastically improved compared to the previous report (see ref. [43]). Nevertheless, the electrical parameters lack still behind record perovskite solar cells, with optimized architectures. However, the lamination of the two individually processed half-stacks provides the possibility to implement new materials and to access new device architectures. To further increase the electrical parameters of the laminated perovskite solar cells, additional optimizations of the process parameters are needed.


Figure 3. a) AFM images of delaminated perovskite surfaces. The delamination is performed at the perovskite/NiO$x$ interface (without any PTAA buffer layer) after the devices have been laminated at 60, 80, 90, and $100^\circ\text{C}$. The architecture is glass/ITO/SnO$_2$/perovskite. b) The RMS roughness of the perovskite surface decreases with the lamination temperature. c) XRD pattern of the triple-cation perovskite at increasing temperatures indicates no decomposition or degradation for lamination temperatures of up to $90^\circ\text{C}$.
temperatures up to 90 °C. Only for temperatures above 110 °C, a significant PbI₂ diffraction peak is noticeable.

With view on the technology’s perspective, laminated perovskite solar cells presented in this work provide several degrees of freedom to the processing routes of thermal evaporation and liquid processing. This freedom encompasses new material combinations and device architectures. To demonstrate the versatility of the lamination, a) semitransparent, b) flexible opaque, and c) flexible semitransparent perovskite solar cells are processed (see Figure 4). In the semitransparent devices, a 150 nm thick sputtered indium-doped tin oxide (ITO) layer replaces the gold electrode. The laminated semitransparent solar cell shows a PCE of 11.5% (SPCE of 11.4%). For the flexible perovskite solar cells, a second flexible PEN foil replaces the rigid glass. By laminating the two half-stacks processed on the PEN substrates, the flexible opaque perovskite solar cell demonstrates a PCE of 11.3% (SPCE of 11.2%). By replacing the gold with an ITO electrode, the laminated semitransparent device achieves a PCE of 8.8%.

Compared to previous literature,[43] the PCE of the presented laminated perovskite solar cells represent a significant advance. The novel lamination strategy, using a thin PTAA buffer layer together with the NiOₓ HTL, improves the PCE from 10.6%[41] to 14.6%. However, in comparison to record cesium-containing triple-cation perovskite solar cells,[66–68] the PCEs are still far behind. In particular, the Voc of only ≈1.04 V and the FF of 70% are not yet optimal and lack 15–20% behind the record perovskite solar cells processed by spin coating. This we attribute to remaining losses by the series resistance and imperfect interfaces. Future work will have to address these aspects by interfacial engineering, passivation layers, or improving the band energy alignment. In addition, the JSC of the laminated perovskite solar cells are around 10% lower than the record perovskite solar cells with a similar bandgap. This can be addressed by improvements in the transmittance of the front ITO contact and the deployment of an antireflection coating at the front air/glass interface. However, the presented lamination process leads to stable power outputs, which are encouraging for future research on laminated perovskite PV.

In addition, combining different optical and electronic characteristics of distinct perovskite materials might be beneficial for boosting the overall device performance. However, the combination of various perovskite compositions in a single device is challenging, since sufficient selectivity of the used solvents for different perovskite materials is needed. To resolve this issue, Wang et al. recently reported on a two-step solution-based approach, where a micro-crystalline MAPbI₃ film is processed on top of a nano-crystalline perovskite MAPbI₃ film.[70] Cui et al. demonstrated a perovskite–perovskite homojunction by thermally evaporating a p-type perovskite layer (MA-rich) on top of a solution-processed n-type perovskite layer (Pb-rich), efficiently reducing carrier recombination losses in the devices.[71] However, further combinations (e.g., different bandgaps) would be very interesting to investigate. In this regard, the presented lamination process offers another valuable possibility to explore further combinations of multilayer perovskite thin films by facile lamination of the distinct perovskite layers via a hot pressing process.

From the authors’ perspective, future application of laminated perovskite solar cells in perovskite-based tandem PV is very exciting as well, as it offers a promising route to enable

Figure 4. Current density–voltage characteristics and corresponding photographs of a) a rigid semi-transparent, b) an opaque and flexible, and c) a semi-transparent and flexible laminated perovskite solar cell. Except of the different electrodes and substrates, the laminated solar cells are made of the same architecture: substrate/ITO/SnO₂/perovskite/buffer layer/NiOₓ/electrode/substrate.
roll-to-roll processing with the potential of direct encapsulation of the modules. For perovskite-based tandem solar modules, the top perovskite half-stack could be prepared separately and subsequently laminated on top of the bottom solar cell to form a two-terminal tandem module.

3. Conclusion

In this work, we report on a facile route to fabricate perovskite solar cells via the lamination of two separately processed half-stacks. This enables access to novel device architectures and brings further degrees of freedom in the choice of the ETL and the HTL. We present the lamination of the perovskite solar cells at the HTL/perovskite interface with PCEs of up to 14.6%. We demonstrate for the first time the long-term and high-temperature stability for the laminated perovskite solar cells equipped with two inorganic CTLs. The champion device shows a stable power output (>12.7%) after almost 100 h of MPP tracking and high-temperature stability for temperatures of up to 80 °C. The devices recover to its initial PCES during MPP tracking, even after heating with realistic module temperatures. Moreover, we demonstrate flexible and semitransparent laminated perovskite solar cells in perspective to future tandem applications. In this regard, the presented lamination method will be useful to create self-encapsulated architectures or even multi-junction perovskite-based solar modules. In case of multi-junction PV, the half-stack with the perovskite absorber could be laminated directly on top of a bottom solar cell to build a two-terminal tandem solar cell.

4. Experimental Section

Device Preparation: Prepatterned ITO substrates on glass (Luminescence Technology) and on PEN foil (Diamond Coatings) were cleaned in ultrasonic baths of detergent, deionized water, acetone, and isopropanol alcohol for 10 min each. The glass and flexible foil substrates were 16 mm × 16 mm. A 15% aqueous colloidal dispersion of tin oxide (SnO₂) (Alfa Aesar) was diluted to a final concentration of 2%. Subsequently, the SnO₂ ETL was spin-coated at a speed of 4000 rpm for 30 s. The spin-coated SnO₂ layer was then annealed in air at 100 °C for 1 h in nitrogen atmosphere. As buffer layer, undoped PbI₂ (1.1 m) was sputtered using a Pro Line PVD75 (Kurt J. Lesker Company) at 1 mTorr process pressure at 100 W under rf-conditions.”

For the opaque devices, a 100 µm thick PEN foil (TEONEX Q65HA) was used (also 16 mm × 16 mm). The PEN foil was cleaned analog to the other substrates. An 80 nm thick gold electrode was evaporated using a thermal evaporator (Vactec Coat 320). Subsequently 20 nm thick NiO, HTLs were sputtered using a Pro Line PVD75 (Kurt J. Lesker Company) at 1 mTorr process pressure at 100 W under rf-conditions in combination with a NiO target (Kurt J. Lesker Company, 99.995% metallic purity). Argon was used as process gas. The base pressure in the chamber was <1 × 10⁻² mTorr.

Hot Pressing: The lamination of perovskite solar cells was performed with a vacuum hot embossing machine developed in-house in cooperation with Jenoptik Mikrotechnik (details are reported in ref. [72] in chapter 2.5.1). The embossing machine was consisted of an upper fixed crossbar and the lower crossbar movable by a spindle drive. The lower and upper plates were heated and cooled via an oil heating and cooling unit. The operation pressure for samples up to 4 in. wafers, was ranged from 0 to 200 kN and the maximum temperature was 190 °C. The sample chamber was connected to a vacuum pump. For the lamination of the upper and lower half of the layer stack of the perovskite solar cell, both parts were placed on top of each other in between the planar plates. To distribute the pressure more homogeneously, the stacked parts were placed between two sheets of aluminum foils (thickness 200 µm) on each side. A silicon wafer was placed on the foil side, but with the two aluminum sheets between itself and the foil. The lamination of the perovskite solar cells was performed at 50 ± 10 MPa.

Characterization: The characterization of the laminated perovskite solar cells was performed inside a glovebox with a controlled nitrogen atmosphere (oxygen level < 10 ppm, water level < 1 ppm). The solar cell current density–voltage characteristics were measured with a xenon-lamp-based solar simulator (Newport Oriel Sol3A) in both forward and backward direction (scan rate 0.6 V s⁻¹). The intensity was calibrated with a KCS-filtered silicon reference solar cell to match the global standard spectrum with air mass 1.5 (AM1.5 G) with an intensity of 100 mW cm⁻². The short-circuit current density of the J–V measurement was scaled to the calculated JSC of the external quantum efficiency measurement (see Figure 2b) to eliminate uncertainties in the exact active surface area (>10.5 mm²). The standard measurements were performed at 25 °C using a microcontroller in combination with a Peltier-element to control the sample temperature. The same holder was used to heat and cool the samples for the reported measurements with varying temperatures. Due to the limitations of the sample holder, the maximum temperature at which the perovskite cells could be measured was limited to 80 °C. The external quantum efficiency (EQE) was measured using a dedicated system (Bentham PVE300 EQE). A chopping frequency of 820 Hz with an integration time of 500 ms was used to obtain the spectra. Reflectance and transmittance measurements were performed with a spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer Lambda 1050). For the measurement of the J–V characteristics, the EQE, and the reflectance, the laminated perovskite solar cells were not additionally encapsulated. The surface profile was measured with an AFM (NanoWizard II from JPK Instruments AG, Germany). The crystal structure was examined using XRD (Bruker D2 PHASER) using Cu Kα radiation.
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